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Good evening,

My name is Pat Fowler 606 N Sixth Street. Thank you for the countless number of hours you

have spent getting us to this point in the discussion. Having lived in my downtown

neighborhood since July 2009 and obtained most of my services and groceries within walking

distance of my home, I am in favor of the new ordinance. I want my mixed-use neighbors to
prosper equally in our community, taking advantage of the welcoming environment that North

Central offers to all.

North Central is the most economically diverse, mixed use, neighborhood in Columbia. We

have among our uses 4 schools, one college, 5 churches, 3 homeless shelters, at least 3 social

service agencies serving our youth, several in home child care center, housing for persons with

disabilities, a lumber yard, a railroad, brewery, a haunted house, a natural gas refueling station,

a distillery, an urban farm, bike shop, art gallery, car repair shops, welders, offices, restaurants,

a funeral home at Walnut and Ninth, and not so long ago a crematorium on Wilkes. These uses

work together because they are in scale.

I want to address Mr. Waters and Mr. Trabue's remarks a few weeks backthat my R-L use

under this new code would unfairly control their ability to build on their property and that
results in a loss of their property rights.

I am a homeowner among a growing group of homeowners who can afford to buy and live in

North Central where we can acquire our forever homes for S100k, most with 2BR and 2BA.

Oftentimes our bedrooms are in the attic story. Here's a sketch of the dimensions of mine, it

sits 20' x28', with a L7' peak, on a small lot and is perfectly sized for me to be able to afford

and maintain it on my modest salary.

Our investor neighbors paid the same modest price for their properties, invest I suspect as the

same rate ldo in the repair and maintenance of their structures and in their case, have a

revenue stream from their lease to others. Despite our single family uses, the city rezoned us

toR-3int964,andyet,intheintervening52years,oursinglefamilyusespersist. ltisthe
highest and best use of our neighborhood to be the most mixed use affordable small footprint
neighborhood in our city.

lnto this mix, despite our asking Mr. Elliott to include in the new code language that respects

this scale and our mixed uses that would encourage increased density within our scale, we are

presented with what I would call high density uses, up to 30 feet to the eave line, not including

the peak, and nearly 2/3 of a football field long, 200 feet across 6 lots in length. This would



destroy our single family uses, my single-family investment and the benefit that I and my

neighbors bring as owner occupieds and long term renters.

We have a living example of what hasn't worked and has impacted more than a dozen property

owners along Hubbell Drive and St. Joseph. Only 2 owners still reside in their homes along

Hubbell, perhaps 3 along St. Joseph, the others have kept them but moved to another location

where they can sleep at night. These were the ordinary consequences of 725 unsupervised

young people, some of them old enough to lawfully drink, living in too intense a scale adjacent

to our uses. We aren't imagining worst case scenarios, our friends and neighbors lived them.

But there is good news in the new code on pages 2t2-2L6 which contains a holding place

portion of the code called detached frontage. Lift this into service and employ it in a way that

increases density, walkability and the consolidation of infrastructure improvements in a healthy

way that preserves all our current uses.

We are predominantly L and 2 story, with small apartment buildings among us. Our civic

buildings are 2 and 3 story; they do not displace us from our current single family uses. Our

light industrial uses are good neighbors and do not displace us from our current uses. We enjoy

a common setback characteristic of an older neighborhood, where our front porches line up

and we can speak to each other from them. The idea in the code of a minimum 25 foot

setback in a residential neighborhood is an excellent idea when you are starting from scratch,

but not when you are legislating neighborhood protection in a neighborhood 95 years old. We

need to be able to keep the median setbacks, better described keep the line our houses

currently occupy.

The H3 Charrette Report on page 23 discusses 3 to 5 stories as you transition to our

neighborhood. We have that, small apartment buildings like the Waigants's property at Ninth

and Park. lt's not wider than 2 lots, is 3 stories and has 12 units. The townhouses along Rogers,

this is a great example of how the scale matters, they are 2 story and not too deep on the lot.

Cougar Village, each building is not wider than 2 lots, not taller than 2 stories with a steeper

pitch and contains 8 units. Adding additional structures behind the primary structure, our best

example is the Grove family's development at 300 College Ave. A Dutch colonial façade, 26 ft.

in height, with an attached similar footprint structure behind it, taking a single-family house to

6 apartments with several bedrooms each.

The property along Hickman Ave, an updated and renovated single-family home which now

houses 4 BRs for college students in a location where there is ample parking.on street for their

cars and they can walk or ride their bikes to campus (and they do, the morning migration is on).

Expand the use of accessory dwelling units where we have deep lots, with structures that are

smaller yet within scale with the primary building.
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Detached frontage would allow increased density and each of us to prosper equally as we

continue to welcome more neighbors and more mixed uses into our neighborhood. Please

substitute in detached frontage as the neighborhood protection ordinance for North Central

Columbia, consider it for other adjacent neighborhoods and protect this affordable housing

neighborhood, which at last count numbered 774 affordable addresses that we already have.

I have distributed a handout of the proposed neighborhood protections and neighborhood

transitions that do not work for protecting owner occupied and affordable single family rental

housing in North CentralColumbia.

Our small footprints and commitment to our community is worthy of your support and the
policy support of this new ordinance. Thank you.

Respectfu lly submitted,

Pat Fowler
606 N Sixth Street
fowlerpatriciaj@gmail.com
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Attachment to Pat Fowler's 7Ih6/L6 remarks

What would work well Íor neighborhood protection:

On page 272 ol the Public Heoring Drafr, Detdched Frontøge:

The introductory pdrdgrdph accurately descríbes our neighborhood,

No greater than 2 storîes,

The scale of the buildable areø is ín keeping with our current uses,

All lots, legal non-conforming included, become buildable, perhøps as the site of what we callTiny Houses, or skìnny

houses. We support inltll ll it's in scøle with our cutent uses ond our Ínfrastructure cøpocity.

Front porches are good and maintain our exísting streetscope,

Poge 277, recommend the provision of home based occupctt¡ons ln residentíal as it serves as d way for the owner-

occupied property owner to create a revenue streom that helps malntaín theír property and their current use ds o

primøry residence,

What would not work well as neighborhood protection:

On page 185 of the Public Hearing Draft, Neíghborhood Transitions:

A 30-ft. eave height, even with additional setbacks is out of scale. This should be lowered to 2 stories as

desribed in Detached Frontage,

Additional setbacks further erode the streetscape and undermine our current uses, We should honor the
median setback in place, the current line of the front porches,

Parking structures would not be needed if the scale of the use remains compatible.

On page 29Lof the Public Hearing Draft, Neighborhood Protections

These, sadly, would not protect our current uses and the neighborhoods we have created for ourselves. The scale is too
vast and would overpower single family owner occupied investment, single family use and displace families and

individuals who could not afford the rent in the replacement units. R-MF at 200 feet in length and 35 feet in height at

the eave line, plus an attic story, would overpower and displace us from our current uses. The step downs

contemplated would disrupt the median setback line and the look and feel of the streetscape. Allowing parking in the
side setback with permission of the Director would diminish the single-family occupants use of their property,

particularly with elementary and middle school aged kids on bicycles and playing outdoors.

Landscaping as a mitigation measure has not been effective due to restraints in the ability of the city to enforce it and in

the lack of intention on the part of some property owners to comply. lf we are to have meaningful mitigation with
vegetative screens and fencing they should be in place prior.to the issuance of an occupancy permit and the city should

allocate the necessary resources to ensuring its maintenance,

a
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Patrick Zenner <patrick.zenner@como.gov>

UDC 294.5 Table 4.52 Transitional Screening and Buffering 

j hammen <jrhammen@gmail.com> Mon, Dec 5, 2016 at 9:01 PM
To: Patrick Zenner <patrick.zenner@como.gov>
Cc: City Tim Teddy <Timothy.Teddy@como.gov>

Hi Pat,

In 294.5 Table 45.2 Transitional Screening and Buffering there is no listing for R2.  I am concerned that in the RMF
district a multifamily building being developed next to an R2 dwelling or use would need no screen or landscape buffer if
the R2 dwelling or use is only considered in the multifamily category.

I'd like to suggest that the Planning and Zoning Commission modify the Table to revise "singlefamily" to "one & two
family".  This revision would be consistent with other references throughout the code where use and zoning district are
used and would afford a Level 1 buffer to exist between a twofamily dwelling and RMF dwelling in addition to the
Neighborhood Protection standards of "stepdown" or increased setback.  

Would you please forward this recommendation for the Commissioners review?

Thank you,
Janet Hammen
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P&Z Remarks on 29-4.8-LL/I6/L6

Hello, my name is fanet Hammen. My address is 1844 CliffDr. The East Campus
Neighborhood Association is my neighborhood association.

I appreciate the Commission holdingthese public hearings and the many, many
hours you have incurred for the betterment of our city. This new zoning and
building code will be a great achievemenL Part of these changes will be Section 29-
4.8 Neighborhood Protection Standards.

I have lived in the East Campus Neighborhood foralmost40years. For the entirely
of that time the ECNA and neighbors have fought against the unjust rezoning of our
neighborhood and the deterioration of the historic homes, neighborhood character
and streetscape. The East Campus Neighborhood Historic District is the largest
residential historic district in Columbia. Section 29-4.8 intent states and I quotg
"This section is intended to preserve the residential neighborhood character of
established homes within multi-family districts and adjacentto Mixed Use or Special
zoning districts." Section 29-4,8 offers the potential to protect neighborhood
character of the central city neighborhoods such as East Campus, Benton-Stephens
and North-Central.

To realize that potentjal hqWpver, revisions are necessary to the version contained
in the draft.[Do. Th"ËåÉilifiat has been passed out.ont"in, several changes that

iåLrri 
facffse-u lh. nuighborhood character as the intent of Section 29-4.8

These are highlighted in bold type in the revised 29-4.8 version.

(b) Applicability applies to any lot or dwelling zoned R-1 or R-2 or has R-1 or R-2
use.

(c) Median Setback To protect a streetscape and neighborhood, new construction
should adhere to median setback of the entire block on the same side of the street.

That is the manner in which setbacks have been, or should have been, determined in
established neighborhoods and should continue. To allow any-Fhi¡¡qel;9,.djqlf oy t,,,,,<.{,oo, a_
et"t.Tüqf,[":lååtl and allows frontage creep. Ëlaui*6 'ttef{nUa'ut'e( 4 t tþ{þ > ' " '

[d) Building Height. To truly protect neighborhood character and any dwelling or
lot zoned or in R-1 or R-2 usq both building height step-down and increased side
andf or backyard setbacks need be employed.

(e) Screeningand Buffering. Screeningand bufferingprotection needs to be applied
to R-1 and R-2 dwellings or lots.

[f) Parking Loading and Circulation. [1) Single-family or two-family districts need
to be included. (2JIf this clause applies to a proposed construction, the director



should not have discretion to allow a parking lot next to a R-l or R-2 dwelling or lot.
That would negate the intention of (1) and not protect the R-1 or R-2 dwelling or lot.

(g)tighting Heighr A light on a twenty-footpole can still be disruptive; therefore
this clause needs additional provisions

(hJ Building Mass and Lot Size. If we are serious about not destroying the existing
residential neighborhood character of established homes in affordable and/or
historic neighborhoods, then there must be a further limitation on new construction
than what is proposed in the UDO draft.

These suggested revisions will help preserue the residential neighborhood
character of established homes, but deprive no one of his or her property rights.

Thankyou,

JanetHammen

tL/16/L6
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Columbia Development Code Public Hearing Draft

29 -4.8 Neighborhood Protection Standards

[a) Intent

This section is intended to preserve the residential neighborhood character of
established homes within multi-family districts and adjacentto Mixed Use or
Special zonÍng districts.

(b) Applicability

These standards apply:

[lJ To all lots in the R-MF district that contain a principle use other than a
single- or two-family dwellin g, and

[2) To all lots located in any zone district other than the R-l and R-2 districts
that shares a side or rear lot line with a lot in the R.1 or R-2 district, is zoned
R-l or R-2 or is has,R-l or R-2 use.

(c) Median Setback

The median setback of all buitdings on the same side of the street in the
same block shall apply. Ihe median setback of existing buÍldings on the
same side of the street in the same block shall appty to vacant land. The
median setback shall be determined by City staff.

[d) Building Height

Buildings constructed after the effective date of this Code with a height
greater than twenty-four (24) feet shall reduce the perceived height of the
building wlen viewed from abutting lots as follows:

(1) "stepping down" building height of any portion of the building
within twenty-five [25J feet of the side and rear lot lines to a
maximum of twenty-four [24) feet

(2J Increasing the side yard and rear yard setbacks a minimum of ten
(10) feet beyond that otÌrerwise required in the zone district where
the property is located.

eJ Screening and Buffering

The standards of Section2g-4.5(eJ apply.In addition, when the standards of
that section require the construction of an opaque wall or fence, the
following applies:

ly
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[1) If the applicanfs property is in the R-MF district, the required

tanascapingshall be installed on the side of the fence orwall facing

towardi thã adjacent lot with a single- or two- family dwelling; and

(2) If the applicanCs property is in any other district except the R-1 or

n-i ¿istricL, tn" reqúireã landscaping shall be installed onthe-side of

the fence or wall facing towards the R- 1 or R-2 district or dwelling'

(fJ Parking Loading and Circulation

(1) No parking area, drive-through lane, or vehicle circulation driveway shall

be located beñryeen a principal structure on a lot containing a use other than

a single- or two-famiþ use ánd any side property line abutting a lot

containing a single- or two-family dwelling or district

(2) If the contextof a site makes subsection (1) above impracticfl the

Director may approve a parking lot design that locates a drive-through
Iane, vehicle cii".,latiooärivewày, or a combinatÍon of these two site

planning elements, in the area described in subsection (1) above,

proødeã both site planning elements are located at least six (6) feet

ito* an adiacent loi containÍng a single- or two-family dwelling or
district aná tfr" six (6) foot buffer is landscaped according to Section 29'

a.5(e).

[g] Lighting Height

The maximum height of any lighting pole within flfty(501 feet of the side or

rear lot lines shall be 20 feeL

(h) Buitding Mass and Lot Size

To allow for density in scale with the residential neighborhgod

character, buildings constructed may be no more than 100 feet along

the address side ola prop"rtyor be constructed on more than two

adioined or rePlatted lots.

ri



12_11_16		#2	
Columbia	Development	Code	Public	Hearing	Draft	29-4.8:		

Neighborhood	Protection	Standards	

How	to	read	this	document:	
New,	additional	or	changed	wording	is	presented	in	bold	type	and	underlined.	

Comments,	which	are	not	part	of	the	document,	are	presented	in	italics	and	
highlighted.		
All	other,	non-bolded	words	and	sentences	are	in	the	draft	UDO.	

	

29-4.8	Neighborhood	Protection	Standards				

(a)	 Intent		
This	section	is	intended	to	preserve	the	residential	neighborhood	character	

and	affordability	of	established	homes	within	Multi-family	districts	and	
adjacent	to	Mixed	Use	or	Special	zoning	districts.		

(b)	 Applicability		
	 The	use	of	the	neighboring	property	or	properties	shall	determine	the	
applicability	of	this	section.	

Citizen	comment:		Above	underlined	sentence	added	for	clarity.	

These	standards	apply:		

(1)	To	all	lots	in	the	R-MF	district	that	contain	a	principle	use	other	than	a	single-	
or	two-family	dwelling;	and		

	
(2)	To	all	lots	located	in	any	zone	district	other	than	the	R-1	and	R-2	districts	

that	share	a	side	or	rear	lot	line	with	a	lot	in	the	R-1	or	R-2	district	or	share	a	
side	or	rear	lot	line	with	an	R-1	or	R-2	use.	

	
Citizen	comment:	New	underlined	text	above	added	for	clarity.	

(c)	 Median	Setback	
The	median	setback	of	all	buildings	on	the	same	side	of	the	street	in	the	

same	block	shall	apply.		The	median	setback	of	existing	buildings	on	the	
same	side	of	the	street	in	the	same	block	shall	apply	to	vacant	land.			

A	public	record	of	existing	setbacks	shall	be	established	upon	the	
effective	date	of	this	code.		Setback	measuring	of	all	buildings	on	the	same	
side	of	the	street	in	the	same	block	will	be	triggered	by	demolition	permit	



applications	and	replat	applications.		Demolition	or	replat	shall	not	
happen	until	the	setback	record	for	that	block	is	created.	

Citizen	comment:		It	is	important	to	retain	the	current	standard	of	determining	front	
yard	setback	in	R-MF	neighborhoods.		If	all	lots	in	a	block	on	the	same	side	of	the	street	
are	measured	and	the	median	setback	determined,	the	front	yard	setback	will	always	
remain	the	same	for	that	block	and	side	of	street.		The	line	of	the	buildings	will	not	
change	and	will	not	have	the	possibility	to	creep	forward	over	time.		The	front	yard	
setback	will	remain	the	same	if	one	or	more	lots	are	redeveloped	or	one	lot	today	and	
another	in	five	years.	

For	example:	if	seven	lots	on	Hinkson	measure	48,	48,	61,	61,	61,	65,	36.5,	the	
median	is	61.		To	determine	the	median,	sort	the	list	in	ascending	order	then	pick	
the	middle	value.	

This	method	will	establish	front	yard	setbacks	for	each	block	in	which	redevelopment	
takes	place	and	means	less	time	for	staff	in	the	future	and	assures	reliability	for	
neighborhood	citizens.		

Clarion	comment	dated	8/12/16	(pg.	20):		“This	process	reduces		the	large	variations	
in	setbacks	along	street	frontages	and	potentially	will,	overtime,	unify	the	street	
frontage	at	a	consistent	building	front	location.		The	issue	of	median	front	setbacks	is	
mostly	limited	to	the	UC-O	zones	and	can	be	address	through	provisions	contained	
within	those	specific	overlays.”		

Citizen	comment:		The	Clarion	comment	does	not	protect	neighborhood	character	and	
streetscape	but,	instead,	alters	it	according	to	redevelopment.		Further	if	there	is	no	
UC-O	zone	the	neighborhood	is	left	unprotected.	Further,	Clarion’s	approach	assumes	
all	lots	will	be	redeveloped	to	get	to	common	setback.	

	

(d)	 Building	Height		
	

(1) In	R-MF	district:		Buildings	constructed	after	the	effective	date	of	this	
Code	with	a	height	greater	than	twenty-four	(24)	feet	shall	reduce	the	
perceived	height	of	the	building	when	viewed	from	abutting	lots	as	
follows:	

(i) “Stepping	down”	building	height	of	any	portion	of	the	building	
within	one	hundred	(100)	feet	of	the	side	and/or	rear	lot	lines	to	
a	maximum	of	twenty-four	(24)	feet.	

	
Clarion	comment:		Clarion’s	recommended	Neighborhood	Protection	Standards	
“stepping	down”	building	height	presented	in	every	draft	including	October	2015	



until	this	last	draft	was:	“stepping	down	building	height	of	any	portion	of	the	
building	within	one	hundred	(100)	feet	of	the	side	and	rear	lot	lines	to	a	maximum	
of	thirty	(30)	feet.		

	
Citizen	comment:		Don	Elliott	from	Clarion	has	recommended	“step-down”	within	
one	hundred	(100)	feet	of	R-1	or	R-2	side	or	rear	lot	line	to	protect	neighborhood	
character.		The	overwhelming	majority	of	dwellings	in	R-MF	districts	are	single-	or	
two-story	houses.	To	retain	consistency	within	R-MF	neighborhoods	and	preserve	
neighborhood	character,	a	maximum	of	twenty-four	(24)	feet	should	be	required	to	
“step-down”	building	heights	within	one	hundred	(100)	feet	of	R-1	or	R-2	dwellings	
or	uses.	

(2)	In	other	applicable	districts:		Buildings	constructed	after	the	effective	date	
of	this	ordinance	with	a	height	greater	than	twenty-four	(24)	feet	shall	reduce	
the	perceived	height	of	the	building	when	viewed	from	abutting	lots	by	using	at	
least	one	(1)	of	the	following	techniques.	

(i)	“Stepping	down”	building	height	of	any	portion	of	the	building	within	
twenty-five	(25)	feet	of	the	side	and	rear	lot	lines	to	a	maximum	of	twenty-
four	(24)	feet.			
							
(ii)	Increasing	the	side	yard	and	rear	yard	setbacks	a	minimum	of	ten	(10)	
feet	beyond	that	otherwise	required	in	the	zone	district	where	the	property	
is	located.	

	

e)	 Screening	and	Buffering		
The	standards	of	Section	29-4.5(e)	apply.	In	addition,	if	the	applicant’s	

property	is	in	the	R-MF	district	and	the	abutting	property	is	in	R-1	or	R-2	
use	or	district,	a	6-ft	deep	landscape	buffer	(level	1)	is	required.	

Citizen	comment:		Standards	of	Section	29-4.5(e)	treat	R-2	district	or	use	as	a	
multi-family	and	does	not	require	any	screening	and	buffering.	

Clarion	comment	dated	8-12-16	(p.	19):		The	screening	standard	would	apply	when	
the	more	intense	use	is	abutting	a	lot	containing	a	single	or	two-family	use.		

	
	(f)	Parking,	Loading,	and	Circulation		

(1)	No	parking	area,	drive-through	lane,	or	vehicle	circulation	driveway	shall	
be	located	between	a	principal	structure	on	a	lot	containing	a	use	other	than	a	
single-	or	two-family	use	and	any	side	property	line	abutting	a	lot	containing	a	
single-	or	two-family	use	or	district.	

(2)	If	the	context	of	a	site	makes	subsection	(1)	above	impractical,	the	
Director	may	approve	a	design	that	locates	a	parking	area,	drive-through	lane,	



vehicle	circulation	driveway,	or	a	combination	of	these	two	site	planning	
elements,	in	the	area	described	in	subsection	(1)	above,	provided	both	site	
planning	elements	are	located	at	least	six	(6)	feet	from	an	adjacent	lot	containing	
a	single-	or	two-family	dwelling	and	the	six	(6)	foot	buffer	is	landscaped	
according	to	Section	29-4.5(e).		Applicant	may	appeal	to	the	Board	of	
Adjustment.	

Clarion	comment	dated	8-12-16	(pg.	17):		Provision	may	need	to	be	created	that	will	
restrict	certain	features	within	side	yards	between	higher	(R-MF	and	greater)	and	R-1	
or	R-2	zoning	districts	or	single-family	or	two-family	dwellings.		

Citizen	comment:	To	allow	a	parking	area	in	a	side	yard	in	(2)	would	negate	the	
protection	of	(1)	and	defeats	the	purpose	of	the	protection.			This	may	be	a	situation	
when	a	use	variance	is	applied	for.	

(3)	When	an	R-MF	structure	adjoins	an	R-1	or	R-2	use	at	the	side	or	rear	
lot	line,	parking	with	additional	buffering	shall	be	in	the	rear,	behind	the	
structure.	

(g)	Lighting	Height										
The	maximum	height	of	any	lighting	pole	within	fifty	(50)	feet	of	the	side	or	rear	lot	
lines	shall	be	20	feet	with	downward	cast	illumination	to	prevent	glare	in	
neighboring	dwelling(s).	

(h)	Density	in	Scale	
	

(1)To	allow	for	density	in	scale	with	the	residential	neighborhood	
character,	in	the	R-MF	district,	buildings	constructed	may	be	no	more	
than	100	feet	along	any	street	frontage	of	a	property.		All	newly	
constructed	non-accessory	structures	shall	have	gabled	or	hip	roofs	
with	pitches	having	a	minimum	slope	of	four	units	vertical	in	twelve	
units	horizontal.	

	
Citizen	comment:		Including	(h)	(1)	insures	that	residential	neighborhoods,	although	
zoned	R-MF,	shall	be	protected	per	the	intent	of	29-4.8	Neighborhood	Protection	
Standards.	

Citizen	comment:		neighborhood	overlays	can	protect	R-MF	neighborhoods	more	
completely	than	these	Neighborhood	Protection	Standards	but	most	R-MF	districts	do	
not	have	an	overlay	to	rely	and	so	29-4.8	is	vital	to	protect	the	neighborhood	character	
and	affordability	of	established	homes	within	Multi-family	districts.	



(2)	In	all	zone	districts	other	than	the	R-1,	R-2	and	R-MF	districts	that	
share	a	side	or	rear	lot	line	with	a	lot	in	the	R-1	or	R-2	district	or	use,	
building	size	shall	meet	Design	Standards	and	Guidelines	29-4.7.	



Illustrations of structures that meet 35’ eave measurement (Section 29-4.8(h) of UDC) 
Accompanies J. Hammen’s proposed changes submitted 12/8/16 to same section of UDC 

 
Bass Avenue Ross Street 

Rosemary Lane Wilson Avenue 

Neighborhood Protection Photos, Janet Hammen



 

December 11, 2016 

 

Dear Commissioners, 

In reference to 29-4.8 Neighborhood Protection Standards Building Height, Don 
Elliott from Clarion has recommended “step-down” of any portion of the building 
within one hundred (100) feet of R-1 or R-2 side or rear lot line to protect 
neighborhood character.  Since the overwhelming majority of dwellings in R-MF 
districts are single- or two-story houses, to retain consistency within R-MF 
neighborhoods and preserve neighborhood character, a maximum of twenty-four 
(24) feet should be required to “step-down” building heights within one hundred 
(100) feet of R-1 or R-2 dwellings or uses. 

The one hundred (100) foot recommendation was included in every UDO draft 
until this latest one.  Please reinstate the one hundred (100) foot building height 
“step down” in R-MF districts. 

 

Thank you, 

Janet Hammen 

 

 

Building	Height		
	

(1) In	R-MF	district:		Buildings	constructed	after	the	effective	date	of	this	Code	
with	a	height	greater	than	twenty-four	(24)	feet	shall	reduce	the	perceived	
height	of	the	building	when	viewed	from	abutting	lots	as	follows:	

(i) “Stepping	down”	building	height	of	any	portion	of	the	building	within	
one	hundred	(100)	feet	of	the	side	and/or	rear	lot	lines	to	a	maximum	
of	twenty-four	(24)	feet.	

	

	(2)	In	other	applicable	districts:		Buildings	constructed	after	the	effective	date	of	this	
ordinance	with	a	height	greater	than	twenty-four	(24)	feet	shall	reduce	the	perceived	



height	of	the	building	when	viewed	from	abutting	lots	by	using	at	least	one	(1)	of	the	
following	techniques.	

(i)	“Stepping	down”	building	height	of	any	portion	of	the	building	within	twenty-five	
(25)	feet	of	the	side	and	rear	lot	lines	to	a	maximum	of	twenty-four	(24)	feet.			
							
(ii)	Increasing	the	side	yard	and	rear	yard	setbacks	a	minimum	of	ten	(10)	feet	
beyond	that	otherwise	required	in	the	zone	district	where	the	property	is	located.	

 



 
        

       1306 Old Highway 63 South, Suite F 
       Columbia, MO 65201   
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11/30/16 
 
City of Columbia 
Mr. Pat Zenner 
Mr. Tim Teddy 
Members of Columbia Planning & Zoning Commission 
 
Re:  Columbia UDC – Columbia Development Code Public Hearing Draft 
       Requested changes to Section 29 – 4.8 (e) 
 
Mr. Zenner, Mr. Teddy, and Members of Columbia Planning & Zoning Commission, 
 
As I addressed at a previous meeting, there are direct conflicts between Section 29 – 4.8 (e) of the UDC 
and the Columbia Fire Code (2015 International Fire Code).  I appreciate the Commissioners giving 
serious consideration to the questions and concerns which are raised by the public.  I work in this 
industry every day, and believe it is extremely important for the Commissioners to have this 
information.  I am asking that you delete section 29-4.8 (e) from the UDC draft that is sent to the 
Council due to the conflict. 
 
Request:  Section 29-4.8 (e) Parking, Loading, and Circulation: 
 
 Delete Section (e), in its entirety, as it directly conflicts with the 2015 International Fire Code.  
The fire code requires access and drives to within 150 feet of all portions of a building.  As a practical 
matter, this means you need access to all sides of a building unless it is extremely small.  Refer to 
Chapter 5, Section 503 of the 2015 International Fire Code, and additionally refer to Appendix “D” Fire 
Apparatus Access Roads.  Chapter 503.1.1 details Fire Apparatus Access Roads to within 150 feet of all 
portions of a building.  In Addition, Appendix D104.1 details TWO Access Roads for many types of 
buildings.  For anyone to suggest that these details do not require fire roads or lanes for over 95% of all 
Commercial or Multi-family structures would suggest that they misunderstand the code.  To rely on the 
director to approve deviations from subsection (e) would require such a judgment to be made on most, if 
not all projects that are adjacent to R-1 & R-2 lots, which are located in a large number of locations 
around town. 
 
There are buffer requirements assigned to these areas in other parts of the code, so there is a provision 
for buffering and protection already in place to protect the neighboring property. 
 
In addition to the Fire Code conflict, prohibiting Drives, Parking, and Circulation, would have the same 
effect as a Rezoning or zoning change.  (i.e.… It would be a taking and alteration of existing zoning and 
property rights.)  As a result, this would be detrimental to these properties.  Per recent council decisions, 
it is clear that the council does not want changes to have a detrimental effect on any property. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mark Crawford 
Crawford Construction Inc.   
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